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FREEDOM

For the big arm throwers, this disc will go a
long way on an anhyzer line with a predictable
fade back to stable at the end giving easy
distance on hyzer flip shots. For those with
lower arm speeds, the Freedom is the long
distance driver that you have been wanting
and asking us to produce. This disc will sail
past that spot in the fairway where you
normally land. It will take your usual throw
and translate it into uncommon distances.

CAPTAIN

SHERIFF

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 2

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

The Captain is a great introduction to distance
drivers for newer players and a predictable
understable disc for more experienced
players.
With
surprising
speed
and
controllable turn, the Captain can help players
add distance over discs with similar rim sizes.
Follow the Captain to new, longer flights!

A versatile high-speed disc is hard to find.
They are usually too far on one side of the
spectrum to be a true multi-tool. Introducing
the Sheriff by Dynamic Discs. Long anhyzers,
flex shots, pure hyzers; the Sheriff will arrive
just in time to protect you from the onslaught
of bogeys sure to come without the right disc.

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 3
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ENFORCER

You no longer need to make a choice. You
don’t have to sacrifice distance in order to
have stability. You don’t have to fear flipping
over when you need a big throw. The Enforcer
mixes these two needs beautifully. It will fly
great into a wind. It can be turned over for a very
predictable S-flight. It is a wonderful disc for a
spike shot. The versatility and predictability of
the Enforcer has proven itself and is a staple
in the bags of many world class professionals.
SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0.5 | FADE: 4

DEFENDER

The problem with the highest speed discs
is that they are historically understable. This
is no longer an issue. The Defender is here.
Fast. Stable. Neither of these descriptions
will be in dispute after you unleash this
scorcher. You will no longer have to put
away your high speed discs when the wind
begins to blow. The Defender will have your
back when the course and the elements
conspire to take you down. Signature
disc for 4x World Champion, Paige Pierce.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

RAIDER

The Raider is sure to steal its spot in bags
of all skill levels. The Raider sits comfortably
between the Trespass and Enforcer in stability,
and it excels at finishing forward instead of
diving at the end of its flight. Players with
slower arm speeds will find a dependable,
overstable driver that will gain them distance
over the Enforcer or Defender, while faster
arms will love the Raider as a workhorse
driver that is perfect for carrying multiples to
cover a variety of shots. Get ready to put some
power on your distance shots, and watch
the Raider destroy your previous best drives.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 3
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TRESPASS

RENEGADE

SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 11 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 2.5

The Trespass is the high-speed driver for
the masses. It is very neutral in its flight,
not being too stable or flipping over. The
wide rim is able to take all the power that
you can throw at it and just keep gliding
to new distances. The Trespass will allow
you to break through all obstacles and
explore new territory in your distance drives.

The Renegade was designed to suit players
of all skill levels. The Renegade is a very
fast, understable flyer for slower arm speed
players. Players with more power will
find the Renegade useful for super long
tailwind shots, anhyzers, and long rollers.
With superior glide, the Renegade will
benefit everyone who puts it in their bag.

HENRIKJOHANSEN
TEAM DYNAMIC DISCS
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CRIMINAL

With more glide than the Felon and more
stability than the Convict, this Criminal is
exactly what you need to assault your high
scores. You can trust this fairway driver to
cover the ground necessary without giving
up the stability you need for confident
throws. Befriend this Criminal, and you will
start to do some bad things to your course.
SPEED: 10 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 1 | FADE: 4

FELON

In the same vein as our game changing
Escape, the Felon is a fairway driver that
feels great in your hand and comes out
easy. The Felon is the wind-fighting fairway
driver that your bag is calling for. It will
continue to sail without turning over
despite the headwind that is challenging
your confidence. When the wind is down, it
has an incredibly predictable hyzer finish.

GETAWAY

Do you love the Escape but need more
stability? Look no further than the
Getaway. While it shares the feel and
glide of an Escape, the Getaway boasts a
more predictably overstable flight
with
moderate fade. When straighter flights with
a subtle fade are a must, trust the Getaway.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0.5 | FADE: 4
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CONVICT

Paige Pierce has called the Lucid Convict an
underrated disc and quite possibly the best
fairway driver she’s ever thrown. Maybe that’s
why she chose it for her signature disc. It is
a great complement to the Felon with the
same feel in the hand but with less stability.
The Convict is perfect for those times when
you need a straight disc for most of the shot
but must have some stability at the end
of the flight. The Convict can also hold the
anhyzer you give it before coming back to flat.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3
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ESCAPE

One word can summarize the Escape: glide.
The description cannot stop there, however.
The Escape is a fantastic disc for all levels of
skill, power, and distance. It has such an easy
release, and the glide will keep this disc going
even when less power is applied. It can fly on
all angles and is even extremely useful as a
roller. Break away from your expectations
and escape your high scores of the past.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

VANDAL

The Vandal flies like a longer Maverick, so
it’s extremely versatile. Newer players will
love the straighter lines they can throw,
and players with more arm speed will
enjoy it for easy turnovers or rollers. The
Vandal is built to carve up any course
with dependable turn and sneaky speed.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 2

WITNESS

THIEF

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 2

The Witness is a great fairway driver for
players with lower arm speed. An understable
flight path and tremendous glide make
the Witness an excellent choice for players
looking to gain distance without sacrificing
accuracy. Bigger arms can use the Witness
for controlled anhyzers, hyzer flips, and rollers.

The Thief is a versatile fairway driver that will
benefit players of all skill levels. With a stable
flight path and glide, the Thief will be a fairway
workhorse for every bag. For slower arms,
the Thief will be an overstable complement
to the Witness. For big arms, the Thief will
be a straight flyer with slight hyzer release.

MAVERICK

The Maverick can fit in nearly every player’s
bag. The Maverick offers controllable
speed and straighter flights for slower
arms with trustworthy anhyzers and slow
turns for experienced players. The Maverick
shines in the woods with low ceilings and
tunnel shots.
Versatility and workable
speed allow the Maverick to steal throws
from even the most established bags.
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 2
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JUSTICE

Strong winds will make the most experienced
player look like a novice. They have forced us
back into the laboratory to solve the midrange
question. Our tests have led us here. The
Justice is served. The Justice by Dynamic Discs
is going to become your new utility disc. It
will not turn over. Throw the Justice one time
and you will not need to reach for anything
else for a short distance, overstable answer.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 1 | TURN: 0.5 | FADE: 4

VERDICT

EMAC TRUTH

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

Predictable. Overstable. Midrange. This is
the Verdict. You can trust this disc to get the
midrange distance you need even when the
winds are threatening to flip everything that
you throw. The Verdict is a great complement
to the Truth in speed and feel in the hand. If
you love one, you will love the other and be
able to accomplish many more shots that
you need. The Verdict has been handed
down. Get rid of high scores with the Verdict.

Walt Whitman said, “Whatever satisfies the
soul is truth.” The Truth had lost its way and
wasn’t as stable as we wanted it to be. The
EMAC Truth sets the record straight. The
beautifully neutral and versatile flight of this
disc will remind you of the core of disc golf: to
throw a disc where you want it to go. Let the
EMAC Truth take you back to this satisfying
feeling. May the Truth be with you. Signature
disc for 2010 World Champion, Eric McCabe.
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TRUTH

The best midrange disc in the game. The
Roc and the Buzzz showed us how versatile
and trusted a midrange can be. We took
the best of all worlds and the Truth has
been revealed. Hyzer, straight, anhyzer,
distance, approach, low ceiling power shots,
and high floating drop shots have all been
accomplished with the Truth. Beginners
and World Champions love this disc and
lower their scores with it, and you will, too.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1
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FUGITIVE

The Fugitive is the straight-flying midrange
that holds any line you put it on. The
Fugitive allows players to throw pinpoint,
accurate shots. The Fugitive is ideal for
slower arm speeds that need straight
shots
without
compromising
form.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 1.5

EVIDENCE

The Evidence is a slightly understable
midrange disc that is very controllable.
Where the Verdict and the Truth take care
of your straight to overstable midrange
needs, the Evidence will handle the other
side of the spectrum. It will hold the anhyzer
angle through a full glide while slowly
coming back to a flat flight. The Verdict,
Truth, and Evidence feel very similar in
the hand with complementary flights
to carve around any obstacle you face.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 0

WARRANT

The Warrant is the understable disc that
our customers have been requesting. On
stronger throws, it will hold the anhyzer
angle for the whole flight without flipping
over or rolling. When distance isn’t the goal,
the Warrant will hold just about any line that
it is thrown on. It will be a fantastic disc for
carving lines in the woods or getting around
obstacles. It feels similar to the Verdict/Truth/
Evidence but flies like nothing else we have.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 0

SUSPECT

The Suspect is a perfect in-between disc. With
a very low profile and small diameter, it feels
like a putter. With built-in stability and great
glide, it can fly like a midrange. You can use it for
either. When thrown hard, it flies flat and lands
flat without ever flipping over. When thrown
soft, it is a great stable approach disc. The
blunted nose also makes it great for sticking
the chains if you need a headwind putter.
SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

PATROL

Newer players and slower arm speeds can
greatly benefit from a slow, understable
midrange. Enter the Patrol, with a comfortable
rim for smaller hands and an easier flight for
beginners to learn. Experienced players will
find an easy-to-throw roller in the Patrol,
but slower arms will find a staple for shots
that need an understable turn or little fade.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1
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SLAMMER

MARSHAL

JUDGE

SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

Too long for a putt. Too short for a full throw.
The doubts come creeping in when you
are between discs. Slam the door on those
negative thoughts. The Slammer by Dynamic
Discs is meant for times like this. The Slammer
feels like a putter but can be thrown with the
power of a midrange without even thinking
about flipping over. Approaching will now be
a walk in the park. Get to the basket better and
cast off those loose strokes with the Slammer.

To bead or not to bead. This is one of the most
fundamental questions in disc golf. While the
Judge and Warden from Dynamic Discs each
have their own opinion, the Marshal comes to
establish peace in this fight. The microbead
and slim profile of the Marshal makes for a
disc that feels and releases great. With more
stability than one would expect from this
profile, the Marshal will usher in a new era
of confidence and comfort inside the circle.

Why was the Judge named the 2013 Disc of
the Year in the Player’s Choice Awards? It is
incredibly predictable in flying and hitting
the chains. It is a fantastic throwing putter
that will fly straight and glide for amazing
distances. It comes in 7 different plastics
so that your preferred feel is available
in this disc. Come see why this disc has
become so popular and judged other,
more well-known discs to be insufficient.
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WARDEN

To bead or not to bead. That is the question.
Introducing the Warden, Dynamic Discs’
beadless putter. With an extremely smooth
release and neutral flight, the Warden
will come out of your hand easily and fly
dead straight to the chains. With more
glide than the Judge, it will stay in the air
longer to help deflate those high scores.
The Warden would like to see you now.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 0.5

GUARD

When you need a bit of extra glide to get your
putter to the basket, look no further than the
Guard. The Guard can handle some power,
and it excels as a neutral flyer when used off
the tee or for upshots. With a deeper profile
and beadless rim, the Guard will help you
protect against those dreaded low putts!
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 0.5

DEPUTY

If your short game needs some assistance,
look no further than the Deputy. Boasting the
most understable flight of any Dynamic Discs
putter, the Deputy allows for easy turnover
flights at faster speeds and smooth straight
flights at low speeds. Those with smaller hands
or who prefer slimmer, beadless profiles will
love the feel of the Deputy, as it is slightly
more shallow than the Judge, Warden, and
Marshal. Take your putt and approach game
to the next level with the help of the Deputy!
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 0
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BREAKOUT

The Breakout is the slightly understable
fairway driver from Dynamic Discs that
you need when you have to have a bit
more distance but can’t sacrifice accuracy.
It will hold an anhyzer angle without
turning over all the way to the ground.

EASY TO THROW SET

The Easy To Throw Disc Golf Starter
Set from Dynamic Discs comes with
everything a new disc golfer needs to
play disc golf - a putter, a midrange, and a
driver. Inside you will find three discs from
the Dynamic Discs Easy To Throw line.

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1.5

PROOF

The Proof is great for a beginner. With a
small rim, small profile, and light weight,
this disc will zoom out of the hand. With
its excellent glide, the lighter weights will
not matter as this disc can really get out
there quickly.

PRIME BURST SET

The Disc Golf Starter Set from Dynamic
Discs comes with everything a new disc
golfer needs to play disc golf - a putter,
a midrange, and a driver. Inside you will
find three of the most popular discs from
Dynamic Discs.

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

GAVEL

With a smaller profile and overall width, it
fits great in smaller hands and has a very
easy release. Beginners and seasoned
players alike will love this lightweight,
smaller-rimmed option.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 0.5

PRIME SET + CADET BAG

The Disc Golf Starter Set from Dynamic
Discs comes with everything a new disc
golfer needs to play disc golf - a putter, a
midrange, a driver, and a Dynamic Discs
Cadet Bag. Inside you will find three of the
most popular discs from Dynamic Discs
as well as a Dynamic Discs Cadet Bag.
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HANDEYE SUPPLY CO.

Through the combined channels of the seemingly infinite bureaucracy and
secrecy within the world’s most influential shadow corporations, Handeye
Supply Company, with assistance from The Physics of Flight Bureau, bring
to the general public a variety of products designed to enhance everyday
life. –Quoted from Unofficial/Official Press Release 00.100.08

DISCS

APPAREL

ACCESSORIES

SUBSCRIBE
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AVIATOR

A disc in flight is a beautiful thing. A pinpoint pass to a sprinting teammate over
the outstretched defender is magical. The Aviator looks to bring these highlights
to your regular game. Specifically crafted to glide further and straighter,
the Aviator will do both of these longer than any other disc on the market.
More Glide: With a slightly deeper rim, the Aviator will glide further and provide
more room for error when catching.
More Stability: Wind and power throws can compromise ideal flights. The Aviator
was designed to be more stable to ensure a consistent flight in adverse conditions.
More Durable: Knowing that time is the enemy of all discs, this plastic was purposefully chosen to last longer than every other disc available.
Weight: 175g
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Prime has an incredible feel and excellent grip even when the weather compromises your
hold on your favorite disc. These are all secondary benefits to this incredible line of discs.
Our guiding intention was to bring a product to market that was affordable for beginners
looking to test the waters. We truly endeavor to grow the sport. Putting Prime discs in
beginners’ hands will be a great way to do that.

This is where it all started. Classic plastic has the feel that has been around since the
beginning of disc golf. Firm discs with exceptional grip in wet or dry conditions. Easy to
throw with a very true flight. There is a reason this blend has had such great staying power,
it is great.

Blend is exactly what it sounds like. All of the best characteristics of Classic and Classic
Soft together in one plastic combination. Great feel. Great release. Great flight. Great chain
grabbing. The best of both worlds for feel, flight, and finish.

For the player that has to have more flexibility but still wants to retain a great grip, Classic
Soft is made with the chains in mind. While you will give up a little distance on a full power
shot, the chain grabbing nature of this plastic will win back many more shots than it loses.
The goal is to get into the chains. This plastic does it better than any other.

BioFuzion plastic is the byproduct of a mixture of Lucid and Fuzion plastics that had blemishes or cosmetic flaws. Some of these discs may have specks of plastic, flakes, or other
minor cosmetic flaws that will not affect the flight, performance, or durability of the disc.
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Lucid Air uses the same material as our durable Lucid plastic. It has solid plastic at the
top and bottom of the rim to protect the microbubbles in the plastic on impact. These
microbubbles actually make the disc lighter, and they are spread out through the top of
the disc and middle of the rim to keep the weight distribution nearly identical to Lucid
and Fuzion discs.

The perfect combination of polymers produce some of the most beautiful and durable
plastic in disc golf. This translucent blend can take a beating and maintain the original
flight characteristics of the disc for many rounds of disc golf.

Fuzion combines the durability of Lucid with an advanced polymer to form a non-transparent blend of plastic. This plastic also provides players with additional grip.

Moonshine has all of the benefits of Lucid with an added feature - it glows in the dark!
Give your disc some light and keep golfing all night long. Expect Moonshine molds to be
slightly more overstable than the Lucid version.

DISTANCE DRIVERS

FAIRWAY DRIVERS

MIDRANGE

PUTTERS

Distance Drivers, as their name suggests, have the
greatest potential to travel the greatest distance.
However, they also require the greatest speed to travel
true to their intended flight characteristics.
Midranges are a great disc to choose as your first disc.
Midranges often offer straighter flights and won’t vary
from their intended flight to the degree that fairway and
distance drivers will if thrown errantly.

Fairway Drivers have slightly smaller rims than
distance drivers and are easier to control because
they have less speed potential.

Putters are the deepest, slowest, disc golf discs and
have the thinnest rims. Putters are intended to fly
shorter distances and on straighter lines.
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RANGER H2O

In 2 short years, the Ranger has become the go-to bag for pros
and amateurs alike. We decided to add some amenities based on
customer feedback. The bottom of the bag is now a molded plastic
bottom going 4 inches up the bag on all sides. The included rain
hood will cover the top and front of the bag but still allow for easy
access to the main disc compartment. The H2O also comes with a
fully integrated water bladder system that can hold up to 2 liters. We
have added a sleeve in between the main pocket and top pocket that
allows easy access for a go-to disc. Additionally, the putter pocket has
been expanded ever so slightly so that two discs fit snugly, yet get in
and out easily. Everything that could be added to the great Ranger has
brought us this exceptional addition to the most complete bag lineup.
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RANGER

A bag for any disc golfer! High-end quality, all-day comfort, and
amazing price unite for the first time for a disc golf bag. Proven to be
a favorite of casual golfers and touring professionals, the reputation of
the Ranger is overwhelmingly positive. Holding 20 discs in the main
compartment and 2 putters in the signature side pocket, the Ranger
is ready to carry every disc you will need during the round. The top
pocket is amazingly roomy, even holding several items of clothing
when you need to shed layers during a warming day. With plenty of
extra storage for a cell phone, accessories, drink bottles, an umbrella, a
stool, etc., you can bring everything along with you. All of this is carried
with you by the most comfortable straps on the market. With oversized
feet and a rigid structure, the Ranger stands demanding the attention
of anyone who is serious about getting the best bag in the game.
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COMMANDER

The bag game is changing. Until now, a player has had to trade
quality for a low price, but the Commander is here to change
that. With a 20-disc main compartment, you will not sacrifice
carrying capacity for a smaller footprint. In addition, the 2 pockets
on the vertical wall allow for several more discs to head out to
the course. Full length zippered vertical pockets can hold all of
your extra gear with room to spare. 2 bottle holders, 2 cell phone
sized pockets, chair/umbrella strap, and an incredibly lightweight
but durable construction will make this bag a favorite of casual
and tournament players alike. Take command of your game.
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SNIPER

The first entry-level backpack style bag of quality has arrived.
Nothing close to this style, durability, and structure has ever
been available for this low of a price. Holding 16 discs in the main
compartment, this is not just a “weekend” bag. It can handle all
you will need on the course. With a deep top zippered pocket and
internal mesh pocket to take care of all of your extras, 2 bottle holders
to carry your drinks and reinforced padded backpack straps, the
Sniper is ready to get on the course and take out the competition.
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TROOPER

Excellent value meets superior disc storage in the Dynamic Discs
Trooper. Boasting a slimmer profile, the Trooper is perfect for any
disc golfer seeking a backpack-style bag at a more affordable
price. The Trooper can hold 18+ discs in its main compartment
along with up to 4 putters in the top pocket. The drawstringenclosed water bottle pocket adjusts to most popular bottle
sizes, and two smaller side pockets ensure separate storage
for keys, cell phones, wallets, minis, or other small articles you
need out on the course. With a sturdy base and lightweight
f rame, the Trooper will help you endure the test of any course!
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SOLDIER COOLER

Dynamic Discs is bringing a new type of disc golf bag to the
market that combines the popular Soldier bag with a removable
zippered insulated cooler compartment that holds six 16 oz
cans. The Soldier Cooler bag will hold 10-12 discs in the main
compartment with the cooler in use and 18+ discs when not in
use along with two putters in the putter pocket. You can now
enjoy a round of disc golf and have cold drinks the entire time!
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SOLDIER

Players that prefer a non-backpack style bag will find everything they
need in the Soldier. The Soldier has the capacity for 18+ discs in the
main compartment, 2 discs in the putter pocket, and plenty of extra
storage for valuables, accessories, snacks, and water. The internal
U-shaped frame will keep your discs in place, and two included
dividers allow you to section your discs as you please. The Soldier
comes with an over-the-shoulder strap but includes connections for
backpack straps. With the build quality you’ve come to expect from
Dynamic Discs at a price point friendly enough for almost any disc
golfer, the Soldier is ready to organize your game and tackle the course!
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CADET BACKPACK

The Cadet Backpack is a game-changer at an affordable price. The
Cadet Backpack boasts room for 20 discs in the main compartment,
making the mesh side pockets available for water bottles or even more
discs! One large and one small accessory pocket ensure that you’re
never without your wallet, keys, mini, and scorecard holders out on
the course. If you’ve been looking to try out a backpack-style bag but
don’t want to break the bank, look no further than the Cadet Backpack.
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CADET

The Cadet is the perfect bag for first-time disc golfers and beginners.
With the capacity for 8-10 discs in the main compartment, 2
putters in the putter pocket, and a 20 oz. water bottle, the Cadet’s
lightweight material allows you to carry the discs you need without
weighing yourself down. If you’re new to disc golf or love the
simplicity of carrying only a few discs, enlist the Cadet for your game.
Features:
•
Holds 8-10 discs in the main compartment
•
Holds 2 putters in the putter pocket
•
Lightweight
•
Includes adjustable shoulder strap
•
Mesh pocket for scorecard, pencils, and minis
•
Drink holder will hold your average 20 ounce water bottle
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ZUCA BACKPACK CART LG

Our expanded capacity “LG” cart offers 50% greater capacity than our
original Backpack Cart. Turn your favorite bag into a rolling backpack
and go anywhere with less effort and stress. Travel with heavy gear
on any terrain - from urban to suburban. ZÜCA gets you there while
avoiding back and shoulder strain and always offering you a seat!
Lifting up the built-in seat allows easy access to contents and the
flexibility to carry a variety of disc golf bags and equipment.
The “LG” comfortably holds the Dynamic Discs Ranger H2O Backpack
along with the rest of the Dynamic Discs bag lineup as well as the
Latitude 64 bag lineup.
Technical Specs:
•
Sturdy, patented frame doubles as a portable seat rated to safely
support up to 300 lbs
•
Fits large specialized backpacks up to 11”D x 16”W x 20”H.
•
Go off-road in all seasons with all-terrain tubeless foam tires that
keep rolling over rocks, sand, snow and rough terrain
•
Removable wheels allow for more compact storage in back seats
and closets
•
Gear platform to carry additional load
•
Sealed wheel bearings mean low maintenance and a smooth ride
•
51” Telescoping handle
•
This cart DOES NOT meet FAA specifications for carry-on baggage
Dimensions:
26.52”H x 24”W x 16”D (including wheels)
Weight:
16.1 lbs
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ZUCA BACKPACK CART

Turn your favorite bag into a rolling backpack and get where you
need to go with less effort and stress. Travel on any terrain - from
urban to suburban. This cart gets you there while avoiding back and
shoulder strain and always offering you a seat! Roll heavy gear and
sports equipment. Makes a great disc golf cart!
Technical Specs:
•
Sturdy, patented frame doubles as a portable seat rated to safely
support up to 300 lbs
•
Fits many popular backpacks up to 9”D X 12-14”W X 19”H (with seat
closed)
•
Go off road in all seasons with all-terrain tubeless foam tires that
keep on rolling over rocks, sand, snow and rough terrain
•
Removable wheels allow for more compact storage in back seats
and closets
•
Gear platform to carry additional load
•
Sealed wheel bearings mean low maintenance and a smooth ride
•
51” Telescoping handle
•
This cart DOES NOT meet FAA specifications for carry-on baggage
Dimensions:
24.5”H x 14”W x 9”D
24.5”H x 22”W x 14.5”D (including wheels)
Weight:
13.5 lbs
37

ZUCA EZ CART

Our open frame design provides expanded capacity to accommodate
even the largest disc golf backpacks. The built-in bag support shelf
improves accessibility to all your equipment and creates a separate
storage area which provides flexibility to carry a variety of bags and
equipment. Turn your favorite bag into a rolling backpack and go
anywhere with less effort and stress. Travel with heavy gear on any
terrain - from urban to suburban. Accommodates most disc golf bags
with ease, even oversized models.
Storage options available now and sold seperately.
Technical Specs:
•
Sturdy, patent pending frame with storage shelf
•
Fits large specialized backpacks
•
Go off-road in all seasons with all-terrain tubeless foam tires that
keep rolling over rocks, sand, snow and rough terrain
•
Removable wheels allow for more compact storage in back seats
and closets
•
Gear platform to carry additional load
•
Sealed wheel bearings mean low maintenance and a smooth ride
•
51” Telescoping handle
•
This cart DOES NOT meet FAA specifications for carry-on baggage
Dimensions:
26.52”H x 24”W x 16”D (including wheels)
Weight:
10.6 lbs
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COMPACT CART

For disc golfers who carry a smaller set of discs, ZUCA’s newest cart
is a more compact carrier, offering the same telescoping handle,
removable tubeless tires, and rugged performance characteristics of
the All-Terrain Disc Golf Cart. The patented ZUCA frame holds up to
300 lbs, offers a slightly lower seat, and breaks down to 20”H x 10” W
x 11” D size with wheels and spacers and bottle cages removed and
tucked into the unit (compared with the 24”H x 10”W x 13”D size of the
All-Terrain Disc Golf Cart).
The Compact Disc Golf Cart ships with 2 XL water bottle holders and
a mini pouch duo (fits on inner top shelf).
Insert bag features include:
•
2 pencil mollies
•
adjustable inner top shelf
•
built-in disc holder flap (for up to 15 discs) with divider
•
2 elasticized side pockets
Dimensions with wheels:
22” wide x 17” deep (with XL bottle holders attached) x 20” from the
seat to the ground
Interior dimensions:
13” high x 10” wide x 10” deep
Weight:
14 lbs
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SEAT CUSHION

Call it what you want.
This quilted and padded
miracle will keep your
butt from freezing to your
cart, and your buns from
aching.

PUTTER POUCH

This must-have 5-pocket
pouch
keeps
game
essentials
within
easy
reach at every hole. Handy
access to your putters,
scorecard, and pencil —
plus plenty of room for
a phone, birdie bag, and
snacks. Easily secure to
the pole handle with a
Velcro strap. Includes 2
grommets for hanging
towels and more.

RAINFLY

Don’t let a little rain
dampen
your
day—
protect your gear from the
elements.

UMBRELLA HOLDER

Keep the rain or the
sun off your back, even
while seated! Our sturdy
umbrella
holder
gives
you a hands-free way to
hold your umbrella when
it’s open. Snaps onto the
top pole of the All-Terrain
telescoping handle, and
easily removed when not
in use. Made in the USA.

FENDERS

The Dynamic Discs Cart
Fenders
protect
your
bag from the elements
and everyday wear and
tear. They are easy to
wipe clean and are made
of sturdy high-density
polyethylene
that
is
specifically formulated for
the outdoor environment.
Fenders are UV stabilized
with color dyes that will
not break down in harsh
heat, sunlight, or salt
water. Simple to install
and remove with specified
tools.
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Custom Hot Stamp Program

Are you running a tournament or do you need some custom discs for
your local disc golf club or company? Dynamic Discs can now hot stamp
your design on disc golf discs and include additional sponsorship items if
your hot stamp design is event based.
If you are placing an order for a tournament or event that you are running,
please be sure to mention this on your order form so we can include
sponsorship items with your order. You will need to include your event
flyer or link to your registration page. You must meet all Tournament
Requirements to receive a sponsorship package.
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Order Minimum (discs or minis, not a combination)

50

Minimum per mold

10

Disc minimum for Opto Bites

50

Setup fee on all orders under 100 total discs

$75

Setup fee on all re-orders under 100 total discs

$20

Setup fee on all orders of 100+ discs or 200+ minis

$0

Lead Time

3 weeks

What is DyeMax?

DyeMax is a proprietary process that Dynamic Discs uses to provide the most detailed image that can be put on a disc.

Is it dye?

No, we liked the name DyeMax and thought that it was suiting. The process actually uses some of the best and most expensive inks on the
market that provide vibrant colors and detail that cannot be matched by traditional custom dyes.

Why?

DyeMax provides an impressive image on the disc that will not bleed or migrate into the plastic. The way that the disc looks on day one will be
the same that it looks one year later!

Can I send in my own art, image, graphic, or picture?

Yes, we encourage you to send in your own artwork. You send it in, we will convert your image on to a disc, and have it out the door in less
than 48 hours (from final payment) in most instances. We recommend the image be at least 750x750 pixels in size to ensure a sharp finished
product. We can do the design on as few as one disc or on as many as you would like. There may be a delay if we need to order certain discs
that we don’t currently have in stock.

How to order?

We now have a listing in our online store where you can choose your disc and upload your photo straight to our DyeMax department.
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MICRO RECRUIT

Keeping a full-size Recruit basket on your desk is just not practical.
We want to help you keep disc golf on your mind while not on the
course. Introducing the Micro Recruit: standing at just 13” and
having a footprint of just over 6” and weighing in at 3.5lbs, this little
fella is super sturdy but can fit just about anywhere. Great as a desk
ornament, gift or perfect as a trophy at your next tournament. The
Micro Recruit will bring maximum enjoyment.

MINI RECRUIT

Color: Matte Black

Dynamic Discs has again disrupted the market for competitors. Mini
basket size with permanent basket materials and construction. The
Recruit Mini comes with the same signature angled spokes and color
scheme/design as the full-size Recruit basket. It even has 2 sets of
chains. Weighing in at just over 11lbs, you will never be concerned
as to whether or not this basket will get knocked over during use.
Standing at 26 1/2 inches, it is compact enough to take anywhere. Get
this basket and your options for setting up a course are only limited
by your imagination.

The top band on the Dynamic Discs Micro Recruit Basket is 1.5” tall.

Color: Matte Black
The top band on the Dynamic Discs Mini Recruit Basket is 1.75” tall.
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JUNIOR RECRUIT

We’re happy to introduce the first Junior basket available on the
market in the Junior Recruit! The Junior Recruit is designed to exactly
mimic its bigger counterpart in the ever popular Recruit basket.
Featuring 13 zinc-coated chains, a two-piece pole for easy assembly,
and a sturdy base, the Junior Recruit is sure to be an excellent fit for
the youth of our sport. With an assembled weight of 28 pounds, the
Junior Recruit is sturdy enough to avoid imbalances while being light
enough to maintain its portability. Coming in at just under 3’ tall and
18” wide, the Junior Recruit is a perfect fit for an office, a playroom, or
even a classroom, all while pairing perfectly with our newly released
line of Junior discs!
Color: Matte Black
The top band on the Dynamic Discs Junior Recruit Basket is 2” tall.
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MARKSMAN

The Marksman by Dynamic Discs will make you a better putter. Period.
It will force you to focus while putting and have a more repeatable
putt. It will give you more confidence and sharpen your mental game.
It will take strokes off of your score. If you want to get better, get the
Marksman.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Color: Gunmetal
15 chain sets that are zinc coated
The Marksman Basket is electrophoresed first and then powder
coated for extra protection from natural elements
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The top band on the Dynamic Discs Marksman Basket is 3” tall.
The Marksman Basket is easy to carry in a car’s trunk because the
pole is made of two parts
The Dynamic Discs Marksman Basket is mainly meant for portable use. Meaning permanent installation, or prolonged exposure
to the elements, can eventually compromise the integrity of the
basket’s composition

RECRUIT

Ask every top level player if putting practice is important and you
will get a unanimous “Yes!”. It would be ideal for each golfer to
have their own practice basket. However, a good basket will cost
over $300. There are baskets that are much cheaper, but they have
thin and relatively few chains which lead to disappointing practice
sessions because of all of the good putts that don’t stay in the basket.
Introducing The Recruit by Dynamic Discs. This basket is tournament
quality at practice price. It can be put together or taken down in about
2 minutes and comes with all the necessary hardware and tools. The
Recruit has 26 strands of chains on inner and outer layers. Weighing
in at just over 60 lbs, it is very sturdy, but with the built in wheel on the
base, it is very easy to move.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color: Matte Black
13 inner and 13 outer chain sets that are zinc coated
The Recruit Basket is electrophoresed first and then powder coated for extra protection from natural elements
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The Recruit Basket is approved at the Standard PDGA level which
means the basket can be used in play for any event up to, and
including, a B-Tier
The top band on the Recruit Basket is 3” tall
The Recruit Basket is easy to carry in a car’s trunk because the
pole is made of two parts
The Recruit Basket is mainly meant for portable use. Permanent
installation, or prolonged exposure to the elements, can eventually compromise the integrity of the basket’s composition
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PATRIOT

A true patriot is passionate about the most fundamental of things. The
Patriot from Dynamic Discs is the best championship level approved
basket on the market at comparable price points. This will deliver a
fantastic basket for an excellent price, featuring the same high quality
as our Veteran basket. Boasting 26 galvanized chain strands and the
superior workmanship that Dynamic Discs consistently produces, the
Patriot will grab your putts and serve your course for years to come.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color: Gloss White
13 inner and 13 outer galvanized chain sets
Galvanized with a powder coated finish
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The Patriot Basket is approved at the Championship PDGA level
Built-in wheel on base (Portable version only)
Ground sleeve, locking collar, and padlock included (Permanent
version only)
The top deflector band on the Dynamic Discs Patriot Basket is 3”
tall.
Weight: 57lbs (Permanent version)
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Red/White/Blue

Blue

Red

VETERAN

As a PDGA approved Championship level disc golf target, the Veteran
is a great solution for your most durable basket demands. Equipped
with an industry first 18-8 stainless steel chain assembly AND 18-8
stainless steel upper assembly, this basket will look and sound great
for years to come. A proven name with a great product at a great
price. Enlist the Veteran for your course today!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color: Four color options (custom colors available upon request)
14 inner and 14 outer chain sets made of 18-8 stainless steel
Galvanized with a powder coated finish
Tension screws are included for increased stability
Approved at the Championship PDGA level
3.5” stainless steel deflector band
Built-in wheel on the base (portable version)
Ground sleeve, locking collar, and padlock included (Permanent
version)
19.25” ground sleeve
Ground sleeve diameter: 54.25mm
Pole outside diameter: 48mm
Weight: 67lbs (Permanent version)
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GOLDEN
RETRIEVER

This foldable device is designed
to retrieve sunken golf discs from
the bottom of water hazards. It
only takes a few seconds and is
exceptionally easy to operate. The
Golden Retriever is small enough
to fit in any disc bag or back
pocket.
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STOOLS

The stool features three, one-inch
diameter tube legs while the
seat top is made of three layers
of polyester fabric with silkscreen
printed branding that is arranged
to eliminate seat sag and provide
a taller sitting position.
Specifications:
Stool size: 19”H x15” triangular
Folded Size: 27” x 3” diameter
Weight: 1 pound
Capacity: 300 lbs
Adjustable Shoulder Strap

QUICK-DRY
TOWEL

Wet hands and discs are a major
issue during bad weather. The
Quick-Dry Towel will help you
greatly. It absorbs many times its
own weight as well as folding up
very small when it is not needed.
Think about your shot, not your
wet grip.

WATER BOTTLE

Double-Walled water bottles are
a must for hot days on the course.
Vacuum-Insulation means that
hot liquids stay hot longer, cold
liquids stay cold longer, and ice
is retained longer. Designed to
fit inside perfectly inside each of
the 32 oz. drink holders on the
Dynamic Discs bags, this bottle
will keep you hydrated for long
days of disc golf.

MINIS

Metal and wooden minis make
great display items or markers
on the course, while plastic minis
can be used to mark your lie or
play a round of mini disc golf.

SPORTSACK

The Sportsack is the elite hand
drying product designed for
disc golfers. It uses absorbead
technology that is designed to
absorb moisture with no mess or
residue buildup.

UMBRELLA

Stay dry during those rainy
rounds with our all new 59”
Square Umbrella. A foam nonslip handle provides a sure grip in
all scenarios. The square design
helps the umbrella stay in place
when set down and covers a
larger area to help keep all your
gear dry.

SUNGLASSES

Stay fresh on and off the course in
your Dynamic Discs Sunglasses!
Protect your precious eyes on
a sunny day with these RB
sunglasses. These sunglasses are
the perfect accessory for your day
at the beach or at the disc golf
course!
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Disc Golf Club Program

As part of our continued efforts to Grow The Sport from the grass roots level, Dynamic Discs is excited to
offer a Disc Golf Club Wholesale Program. Once your application is accepted, you will have access to the
wholesale website, custom hot stamp program, and sponsorship opportunities. At Dynamic Discs, we
offer quick turnaround times on wholesale and custom orders. As a Club, you have a unique opportunity
to order custom discs, apparel, and even bag tags from one source.
NEW Clubs must place an initial order of at least $500 prior to freight.
Please allow 4-5 business days for us to review your information and send you a confirmation.

Disc Golf Club Deals
These deals are exclusive to disc golf clubs.
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Retail Display Rack

This is the best display option available in the disc golf market, bar
none. This easily portable unit can hold 108 discs on each side using
the provided disc racks. It can also be configured to hold hang tag
items if you prefer. The shelf can fit two Soldier Bags comfortably or
any number of configurations of starter kits, Cadet Bags, or accessories. Under the shelf is the perfect space for two Ranger Bags. Unbelievably, all of these products can be supported by this unit that takes
up 6.25 sq/ft of floor space (30”x30”). Get this incredibly stylish unit
and take your disc golf section to a new level of professionalism.
Individual grid or slat wall racks are available for separate purchase.
Printable disc placards are available for download from our website.
They can be found at dynamicdiscs.com/downloads.

Buyback Retailer Program

Dynamic Discs, Latitude 64, and Westside Discs are excited to present
to you a new opportunity that will set your retail store apart from the
competition. We would like to introduce the opportunity to be a part
of the Buyback Retailer Program. This program has been successful in
several different established retail stores with high foot traffic around
the country. We believe that it provides a superior level of customer
service that gives customers confidence in purchasing at your retail
store instead of elsewhere.
If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase of a disc from
Dynamic Discs, Latitude 64, or Westside Discs, bring it back within 14
days and we will replace it with whatever disc you want in the store
of any brand.
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BALLISTA

One of the fastest discs in the world
combined with a dependable flight
makes the Ballista a must-have in the
bag. It will be overstable for beginners
and slightly understable for experienced
players.

BALLISTA PRO

The Ballista Pro has a great combination
of speed, stability and glide. It is the
perfect tool for all kinds of distance shots.
SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 3

BOLT

The flight of this baby is like an
understable Halo. It goes very fast and
has an understable flight path with good
glide. Great distance driver for both ams
and pros.

CUTLASS

With good speed, good glide, and a
predictable fade, it will be a sharp weapon
on the disc golf course.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 3

FLOW

Flow is a high-speed driver with good
glide. It has a domey top which gives
it good lift and glide. The rim is quite
sharp and comfortably wide for the grip
(22mm.)

GLADIATOR

Tests confirmed our Gladiator combines
the perfect blend of speed, glide, and
distance with overstability.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5

SPEED: 11 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 2
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HALO

Halo is a high-speed long range driver
with excellent speed and distance. The
wide weight span will make it fit in many
players bags, from pros to amateurs.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

KNIGHT

When speed is of the essence, the Knight
will ride with haste. This high-speed
driver features one of the widest rims yet
on a golf disc.
SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 3

RAKETEN

Raketen (The Rocket in Swedish) is an
extremely fast long distance driver due
to the unique hexagon pattern. The HEX
pattern helps the disc be less affected by
air drag so it can fly faster.
SPEED: 15 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 3
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HAVOC

Havoc is a high-speed driver that will give
you the distance you need on the course.
It flies very fast and seems to never slow
down. It’s quite easy to throw and will fit
advanced and pro players.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 3

MISSILEN

Missilen (The Missile, in Swedish) is
a project that Latitude 64° has been
working on for a while. It features hexagon
shaped cavities in the surface of both the
top of the disc and the bottom of the rim.
SPEED: 15 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 4.5

SCYTHE

This is an overstable and very reliable
high-speed driver, produced for the
experienced players that need a disc to
deliver both speed and control.
SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4

STILETTO

The Stiletto is the most overstable disc
Latitude 64 has ever produced. It hasn’t
been tested in the hurricane winds yet,
but it holds up extremely well in any
headwind.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0.5 | FADE: 5

RECOIL

When you need the distance but you
do not want to compromise on control,
the Recoil fits the bill. Rated at speed
12, this overstable distance driver has a
comfortable grip and the mild low speed
fade makes it easier to stay on the fairway.
SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

REBECCA COX
TEAM LATITUDE 64°

CULVERIN

EXPLORER

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

FALCHION

FURY

Have a blast with this overstable control
driver. Culverin will be the perfect choice
for long s-curves when you want to finish
with a strong fade.

The Falchion is an excellent choice of
weapon. This disc is a great step up for
beginners who have gained drive power
and think that beginner discs are too
understable.
SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

MAUL

The Maul is a fairway driver made for
turnover shots. This disc is a great choice
for beginners, amateurs, and for people
who don’t throw extremely far since it’s
easy to control and grip.
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1
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Straight flight path and controlled glide,
that’s what the Explorer brings. The
Explorer was designed to be a workhorse
for all kinds of accurate fairway shots.

The Fury is understable, glidey and a
great step up for players that have used
our Diamond but feel that the Saint is too
overstable.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 2

RIVER

River has taken the market by storm and
is a disc with THE GLIDE. It’s easy to throw
and fits most player’s power and skill
levels.
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

RIVER PRO

With added stability the River Pro will be
a versatile and trusty fairway driver with a
slow and steady fade.
SPEED: 6 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

SAINT

The Saint is slightly overstable on drives
up to 350ft and has good carry. Compared
to already existing models it is close to
being a longer River.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

SAINT PRO

SPARK

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 2

SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

STRIKER

XXX

The Saint Pro is the big brother of
the Saint with added stability for the
more experienced player. While more
overstable, it maintains the good glide
and controllable flight characteristics of
the regular Saint.

Striker is the perfect disc for accurate
drives; both straight, right and left. The
excellent balance of Latitude 64’s new
driver makes it suitable for most players.
SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

Designed to be the workhorse for
accurate fairway drives, you can rely on
the Spark’s dependable fade and stable
performance in the air. Useful in many
ways and is perfect for thumbers and
forehand shots.

XXX is Latitude 64’s extra overstable
control driver. XXX is sincerely a disc for
the “big guns” and not for children. Do
you have the power to shine with an
X-rated disc? If so, good for you!
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4
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PIONEER

The Pioneer is an overstable fairway driver
made for reliability and consistency. It has
a flat top which makes it a great choice
for sidearms. With a good amount of
speed and a strong fade it is a versatile
tool in any bag.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4

JOHNEMCCRAY

TEAM LATITUDE 64°
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EMERSONKEITH
TEAM LATITUDE 64°
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ANCHOR

You need an Anchor disc to predictably
behave, saving you throws, while your
competitors risk it all with their widest
rim drivers. It is slightly domey, has a big
bead, and an overstable flight.

CLAYMORE

The Claymore has a small dome and
comfortable grip combined with a
neutral flight that will suit most players.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

COMPASS

Navigate your way on the fairway with
this midrange from Latitude 64. This
straight flyer will go wherever you want.
It holds any line in the most predictable
way. Not thin, not deep so this disc will fit
in any hand.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

FUSE

The Fuse will fit in most players bags.
The Fuse has a stable, predictable flight
pattern up to 90 meters (300 ft).
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 0

CORE

The Core is a user-friendly midrange that
will be perfect for both amateurs and
professional players. The flight is reliable
and stable with very little fade in the end
of the flight path.
SPEED: 6 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 1

MACE

The Mace can handle a big arm and also
be controlled by players with less power. It
will hold a hyzer line, fly reliably straight or
work its way back on a long anhyzer drive.
One disc challenge? Look no further.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2
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BEETLE

The Beetle is unlike any other disc
Latitude 64 has released. It has the shape
of an old school flying disc, and it will
work just as good as an upshot disc, or as
a throw and catch disc off the course.
SPEED: 1 | GLIDE: 7 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 0

CALTROP

The Caltrop is a throwing putter with
raised thumb grip and solid overstable
flight that will help you make those
critical shots to stay in the lead.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

DAGGER

The Dagger is a deep dish beaded putter
with great glide.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

TEEMUNISSINEN
TEAM LATITUDE 64°
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GAUNTLET

The Gauntlet is high profile putt and
approach disc with a beaded rim. A stable
flyer with good glide makes it a handy
weapon in every bag.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

MERCY

Designed with a deeper rim and a slower
speed than Latitude 64’s earlier putters,
it has a stable and consistent flight for
putting, approach, and short drives.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

SINUS

The Sinus is a putter with three grip areas
on top with different textures. This gives
players an option to find the grip and feel
they prefer. The flight is quite overstable
making it useful in windy conditions.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2
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MACANA

The Macana is a putter for players that like
a beaded deep rim putter but still feel like
the Dagger is just a little too deep. Stable
in flight, it will serve you well as both a
putter and a short range driver.
SPEED: 2 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

PURE

Featuring a comfortable grip and slightly
deeper rim than Spike, it will hold the line
given to it on your approach shots.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

SPIKE

The Spike has a stable flight path
and is excellent for curve shots and
straight shots alike. The top surface has
TractionZones for optional varied grip.
Spike is the disc of choice for those onedisc tournaments.
SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 1

DIAMOND

JADE

SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1

PEARL

RUBY

The Diamond is the choice of disc for
beginners, children, and people who
don’t throw very far. It is produced only
in weights between 140g-159g. which
makes it easy to throw and control.

The Pearl is the second disc in the Easyto-use series of discs from Latitude 64°
that started out with the Diamond. The
Pearl is a midrange with a small grip, low
weight starting at 150g, and a neutral
flight path.

When players have increased their
arm speed, they have been asking for
a natural step up to something slightly
more stable, but still easy to use. The Jade
will take care of this perfectly!

The Ruby is a Putter with a small grip,
low weight starting at 150g, and a neutral
flight path.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -4 | FADE: 0
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LUXURY DELUXE E3

We take disc golf gear seriously. And if you take disc golf seriously, this
is the bag for you. Made out of sturdy nylon fabric with artificial leather
details and embroidered logos, it is a thing of beauty to behold. The
DG Luxury E3 Backpack is made to carry approximately 20 discs, but
it can carry 30 if all compartments are used for discs.
We have placed the putter pocket and water bottle pocket holder on
each side for easy access. Thanks to the unique front pocket, the bag
does not tip forward as easy as other backpacks. The clever umbrella
holder enables you to carry the bag with the umbrella opened.
It has a lot of extra pockets and compartments to store your gear.
Towels, water bottle, scorecard, pens, keys, phone, wallet, rain gear,
umbrella, snacks, mini disc, and extra clothes fit without a problem.
And if the rain starts pouring, use the rain cover that comes with the
bag.
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EASY-GO

Are premium backpacks too big for you? The Easy-Go lightweight
backpack from Latitude 64 is the answer. The Easy-Go still holds all
the essential disc golf gear you need. It is also ergonomically designed
to have a better weight distribution closer to your body. Take it easy!
Pack light! Go play!
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CORE

The Latitude 64 Core Bag is lightweight, slim, affordable, and will
hold everything needed for your disc golf adventures. This entry-level
backpack can hold up to 18 discs in the main compartment and 2
putters in the upper compartment. The lightweight and slim profile
is good for your back and will strengthen your tenacity on the course.
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SLIM

This is the bag for players who want something good-looking and
functional to put a smaller number of discs in.
Features
•
Holds up to 8 discs
•
Made out of durable nylon fabric
•
Drink holder
•
Comfortable shoulder strap
•
Large zipper pocket to store valuables
•
An outer putter pocket
•
Latitude 64 logo on putter pocket
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PROBASKET SKILL

The ProBasket Skill is for players that want to improve their putting
skills. With its narrow profile, it will make putting practice hard and
fun, but competition will seem easy when transitioning from the
ProBasket Skill to a tournament basket. The low weight, the smaller
based mobile foot and divided pole makes this basket easy to move
around.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Color: Gloss Yellow
15 chain sets that are zinc coated
The ProBasket Skill is electrophoresed first and then powder
coated for extra protection from natural elements
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The top band on the ProBasket Skill is 3” tall.
The ProBasket Skill is easy to carry in a car’s trunk because the
pole is made of two parts
The ProBasket Skill is mainly meant for portable use. Meaning
permanent installation, or prolonged exposure to the elements,
can eventually compromise the integrity of the basket’s composition

PROBASKET TRAINER

ProBasket Trainer is a solid quality basket for home use that is easily
assembled. Unlike many low priced baskets, this has the look and feel
of a tournament basket making practice feel like the real deal. It can
also be used for temporary courses, where the built in base wheel
makes it easy to move. It is PDGA approved for events up to B-tiers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color: Gloss Yellow
13 inner and 13 outer chain sets that are zinc coated
The ProBasket Trainer is electrophoresed first and then powder
coated for extra protection from natural elements
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The ProBasket Trainer is approved at the Standard PDGA level
which means the basket can be used in play for any event up to,
and including, a B-Tier
The top band on the ProBasket Trainer is 3” tall
The ProBasket Trainer is easy to carry in a car’s trunk because the
pole is made of two parts
The ProBasket Trainer is mainly meant for portable use. Permanent installation, or prolonged exposure to the elements, can
eventually compromise the integrity of the basket’s composition
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PROBASKET COMPETITION

Are you ready to step up your game and take your course with you?
The ProBasket Competition is the perfect choice for course builders
and players looking for a great basket to use at home. Offering
a proven, thoroughly tested design, it has a competitive price
considering the build quality. With two 13-chain layers, you can feel
confident about your putts staying in the basket. If you manage to
deliver on the green, you can feel safe knowing that the ProBasket
Competition will do the same.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Color: Gloss Yellow
13 inner and 13 outer galvanized chain sets
Galvanized with a powder coated finish
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The ProBasket Competition is approved at the Championship
PDGA level
Built-in wheel on base (Portable version only)
Ground sleeve, locking collar, and padlock included (Permanent
version only)
The top deflector band on the ProBasket Competition is 3” tall.
Weight: 57lbs (Permanent version)

PROBASKET ELITE

The tee pads are done, the fairways look great and the greens look
challenging in the best of ways. Now all that’s missing is a noncompromising top of the line basket? Look no further. Latitude 64
brings you the ProBasket Elite, a Championship level PDGA approved
basket. From the ground up, this basket has been made to last and
look great for a very long time. Double layers of 14 chains made of 18-8
stainless steel catch everything from putts to hole-in-ones. Bring your
course to the highest of standards by equipping it with the ProBasket
Elite today!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color: Gloss Yellow
14 inner and 14 outer chain sets made of 18-8 stainless steel
Galvanized with a powder coated finish
Tension screws are included for increased stability
The ProBasket Elite has welded nuts for easier assembly
The ProBasket Elite is approved at the Championship PDGA level
Built-in wheel on the base (Portable version only)
Ground sleeve, locking collar, and padlock included (Permanent
version only)
Vibrant yellow 3.5” tall deflector band improves visibility in all
conditions
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BOATMAN

For slower arm speeds, you will be able
to count on an overstable finish but will
give you that extra glide you are looking
for without having to grip such a big rim.
SPEED: 11 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

CATAPULT

Like its namesake, this is made to cover
long distances. This is a super-high speed
disc that even the big arms will be able
to use. Fast with enough stability to really
handle a full power throw.
SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

DESTINY

GIANT

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3.5

KING

NORTHMAN

SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1.5 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 10 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

Two things are undeniable about this
disc - speed and glide. This beauty really
gets out there. Everyone can find a way
to throw the Destiny. You will just have to
walk a long way to go pick it up.

The Westside King is our fastest disc for
all levels of players. The farthest flying disc
in our line, the King is designed to allow
the average player to experience a long
distance flight.

The Giant is our most reliable overstable
high speed driver. Made for any size arm
the Giant is just what it sounds like, Giant
hyzer lines. If you are looking for fast and
reliable, look no further.

Westside Northman is one of our original
drivers. It has a bigger feel in the hand,
which in return gives it that extra float
in the air that you are looking to achieve.
The Northman is fast and dependable.
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QUEEN

This Queen is just as fast as its counterpart,
but has a noticeably smaller feel in the
hand. Great as a bomber or a standstill
shot. The Queen will rule your bag with
the right mix of grace and power.
SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 2

SWORD

The Sword is one of Westside’s high
speed drivers that is extremely user
friendly. Designed to slice through the air
with ease, the Sword will hold any line you
put it on.
SPEED: 12 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 2

WORLD

Designed as a distance driver, the World
gets there fast and flies great close to the
ground. It has a low profile and a great
feel. You can count on the World to get
you further down the fairway right away.
SPEED: 14 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3
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SORCERER

The Sorcerer is Westside’s answer for a
high speed disc for all skill levels. With a
smaller grip than most high speed discs,
the Sorcerer leaves the hand fast. The
Sorcerer provides a nice long “S” curve
line.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -0.5 | FADE: 3

WAR HORSE

Disc golfers can charge into battle with
the new overstable distance driver from
Westside Discs, the Warhorse. Combining
higher speed with dependable stability,
the Warhorse can tackle strong winds
with pinpoint precision.
SPEED: 13 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4

AHTI

When you’re stepping up to heavy
wind, your choice should be the Ahti. It
is designed to be an overstable fairway
driver which will be useful for spike hyzers,
flex shots, and windy days.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4

HATCHET

The Hatchet fits any hand and is extremely
user friendly. It holds the line you put it on
and is very controllable. A must have for
all players, the Hatchet will allow you to
throw frozen rope lines.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1

SAMPO

The fairway driver that you have been
looking for and the one that will instantly
find a spot in your bag. The Sampo gets
great distance with minimal effort.
SPEED: 10 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

FORTRESS

The Fortress is a combination of speed,
control, and stability. It is designed
to be the workhorse for long fairway
drives, hyzers, and even flex shots. It is
guaranteed that wind will not conquer
your Fortress.
SPEED: 10 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

LONGBOWMAN

In the same way that the longbow
changed warfare, this disc will elevate
your game to new heights. Get ready to
go farther with less effort than you have
come to expect in the fairway driver
game.
SPEED: 9 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

SEER

The Westside Discs Seer is a driver
designed to improve the game of players
with smaller hands and lower power. It is
an easier to grip, narrow rim understable
control driver with good glide and control.
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1
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STAG

It has a good stability level and a smaller
rim design to accommodate everyone. It
is controllable, predictable, and will have
a good release in the hand of any player.
SPEED: 8 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 2

ANVIL

When the wind is up and you need
an overstable approach disc, look no
further than the Anvil. The Anvil has good
speed for a midrange with even more
overstability than the Bard. If turning isn’t
an option, reach for the Anvil.

UNDERWORLD

Designed with the newer player in mind,
the Underworld will allow any player to
accomplish an anhyzer shot. It is under
stable and low profile. Great for players to
buy as there first disc.
SPEED: 7 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: -3 | FADE: 1

BARD

Stability and resistance to the wind. This is
what the Bard was created for and what
it accomplishes. The Bard is a stable to
overstable midrange disc that feels great
in the hand.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 2 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 4

PINE

The Pine is a perfect combination of
stability and control. It fits perfectly
between Bard and Warship in Westside
Discs lineup, and it’ll be useful for all skill
levels. Choose the Pine and stay on the
fairways.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2
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SLING

It won’t matter the midrange shot that
you need to execute. Draw the Sling back
and confidently execute the shot.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

TURSAS

The Tursas will allow you to make a
midrange anhyzer while you are learning
to play. Great for beginners as it has a
shallower grip than most mid ranges
available on the market.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: -2 | FADE: 1

WARSHIP

The Warship is our answer to the everyday
players need for a midrange. Designed
to be user friendly for all levels, it holds a
straight line and feels great in the hand.
SPEED: 5 | GLIDE: 6 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

GATEKEEPER

The Gatekeeper excels at holding
angles. Even when thrown with power,
the Gatekeeper stays true with a slight
tendency to fade.
SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 5 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 2

CODAHATFIELD

TEAM WESTSIDE DISCS
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CROWN

The Crown is a putter for players that like
a beaded rim putter, stable flight, and
consistency. A stable flyer with a good
glide makes it a great tool in every bag.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

MAIDEN

If you’re looking for a neutral putter with
a thin profile, the Maiden fits the bill. The
Maiden is surprisingly resistant to turn
with little fade. Look for the Maiden at
Trilogy Challenges near you in 2018!
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 4 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

SWAN 1 REBORN

The Swan 1 was Westside’s original putter,
and it would fly straight for anyone right
off the shelf. The Swan 1 was designed
to give lower arm speeds a straighter
putting line.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -2.5 | FADE: 0
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HARP

The Harp is our most reliable approach
disc. Designed to withstand any type of
condition. It will hold in the wind.
SPEED: 4 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 3

SHIELD

Designed with a tacky grip in the BT
plastics, the Shield is a little thicker and
has a small bead on the rim. It holds a
stable line when throwing as an approach
and a straight line into the chains while
putting.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: 0 | FADE: 1

SWAN 2

The Swan 2 holds the line a little better
and can be used in the wind with success.
The Swan 1 was designed to give lower
arm speeds a straighter putting line.
SPEED: 3 | GLIDE: 3 | TURN: -1 | FADE: 0

KYLEWEBSTER

TEAM WESTSIDE DISCS
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Dynamic Discs started in 2005 as my eBay-based college hobby while getting a business degree at
Emporia State University. I never expected it to be any more than a college hobby but after graduating
in 2006, it was evident there was something special about the disc golf community. The passion from
the disc golf community is ultimately what kept me from finding a career outside of disc golf in the
business world.
Fast forward to today, and I’m even more thankful for everything that disc golf has provided for my
family and the entire staff at Dynamic Discs. You won’t find a more passionate workforce and that has
been the reason for the continued growth at Dynamic Discs. While our discs might be manufactured
in Sweden by Latitude 64, the staff at Dynamic Discs has grown to 50 employees who are dedicated to
growing the sport and taking care of our customers.
Our partnership with Latitude 64 in December of 2012 has been something that is nothing short
of extraordinary. From the first four molded discs back in 2012 (Judge, Fugitive, Escape, &
Trespass), to 35 molds in total for the 2019 season, we have been very fortunate to find a great
manufacturing partner!
In November of 2017, Dynamic Discs & Latitude 64 acquired Westside Discs through a
50/50 buyout agreement. We look forward to putting more emphasis on this brand as
these products have been in popular demand.
Our mission is simple, and that is to grow the sport that we all love. Our philosophy in
everything that we do is to treat others with respect & civility. If you ever have a less
than satisfactory experience at Dynamic Discs, give us the opportunity to make things
right, and you’ll know why we stand behind our word of being the best in the business
for customer service.
From all of us at Dynamic Discs, thanks for an incredible 14 years of business, and we
look forward to many more years of being a part of the disc golf community!

JEREMYRUSCO

DYNAMIC DISCS OWNER/FOUNDER
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